Well-defined multibranched gold with surface plasmon resonance in near-infrared region from seeding growth approach using gyroid block copolymer template.
Well-defined multibranched gold (Au) in polymers, both as bulk or continuous thin films, can be fabricated by using a nanoporous polymer with gyroid nanochannels as a template. The nanoporous polymer template is obtained from the self-assembly of a degradable block copolymer, polystyrene-b-poly (L-lactide) (PS-PLLA), followed by the hydrolysis of PLLA blocks. Templated seeding growth approach can be conducted to create precisely controlled nanostructured Au giving remarkable surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in (branched Au with uniform distribution in PS matrix) near-infrared (NIR) region. Controlled growth conditions allow the fabrication of three-dimensionally ordered nanoporous Au particles that possess NIR SPR. Double gyroid Au with dual networks in the PS matrix is obtained after completing the seeding growth at which the NIR SPR diminishes resulting from the reduction in the density of nanostructured edge.